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ABSTRACT: Bangkok is the urban area, where people need convenient and comfortable lifestyle, transportation is one of important factors for urban life since the travel plan should be prepared for traffic congestion, crowd, and rush hours. However, there are many issues in public transportation, even though they are legal, regulated, policies are not strict enough to protect the passengers. This has led to the emergence of e-hailing services in Thailand in recent years. The research aims to explore the key factors influencing Thai passenger’s intention to reuse Grab Car service in Bangkok. The researcher focuses on six factors which are Perceived Usefulness (PU), Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU), Perceived Price (PP), Perceived Convenience (PC), Perceived Safety (PS), and Brand Image (BI). The respondents are 400 Thai passengers who live in Bangkok and have experienced on using Grab Car service during the last three months. This researcher uses Cronbach’s Alpha method to test the validity and reliability of questionnaires and uses Descriptive Research method to analyze the demographic data of respondents. The results from this research can conclude that four independent variables, consist of perceived usefulness, perceived price, perceived safety, and brand image significantly influence to Thai passenger’s intention to reuse Grab Car service in Bangkok.
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Introduction

The global transportation market size has been forecasted to grow by 19.8% from 2018 to 2025, however, there was valued at 75 billion dollars in 2017 for transportation market (Grandviewresearch, 2019). There are related problems which continuously increase including the heavy congestion, increasing of fuel price, and parking spaces reduction. Moreover, the increase use of smartphone and connected vehicles, the car that include navigation function, have upgraded the transport services. The tendency to use e-hailing services have increased, since they enable users to manage their booking in advance by pre-booking, modifying, and cancelling at lower costs through applications. The occurrence of e-hailing application has been growing fastest in several regions in the world such as North America Region, Europe Region, Africa Region, and Southeast Asia Region.

Currently, e-hailing services are popular in Thailand, where they can see the cheaper fare and low tendency of refusal to
the requested destination by drivers. E-hailing services allow passengers to book private car via application and take advantage of surge pricing during the high demand for arrive the location of passengers’ request within the specific time. However, e-hailing applications have introduced to Thailand, they can improve some transportation problems by offering more alternatives for passengers to match and respond with their travel needs, conflict and controversy among involved parties and create severe issue for Thai competition law.

Objectives
1. To determine the factors influencing Thai passenger’s intention to reuse Grab Car service in Bangkok.
2. To determine the significant factors influencing on Thai passenger’s intention to reuse Grab Car service in Bangkok.
3. To suggest the way that Grab Car can develop and operate in Thailand effectively.

Literature Review

Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)

According to previous study, the study used the Technology Acceptance Model or TAM Model, which is one of the most influential theories, to understand the acceptance of technology by user (Mohamad, Fuad, Shahib, Azmi, Kamal, & Abdullah, 2016). This study used TAM Model for purpose to understand customer intention to use transport service in tourism destination. In transportation industry, the connection between the drivers and passengers via mobile application is a new technological innovation (Mohamad, Fuad, Shahib, Azmi, Kamal, & Abdullah, 2016). Referred to previous study, Uber provides the better service than traditional taxi, since their specific features such as reduce waiting and travel time, charge less, more convenient, and concern more on handicap passengers (Mohamad, Fuad, Shahib, Azmi, Kamal, & Abdullah, 2016). Thus, passengers have a good perception on Uber, which can respond their unmet demand for fast, flexible, and convenient. They accept that Uber suites for urban lifestyle and good transport alternatives in urban areas. Otherwise, these can cause customers intend to use service from Uber more often than traditional taxi and might create intention to reuse.

Perceived Usefulness

Figure 1: The research model of “Mobile taxi booking application service’s continuance usage intention by users”

Perceived usefulness is defined as how the person believes that using public transportation is useful and can support
their travel activities regardless of the short or long distance or far destination. These can satisfy passengers and might create intention to use at the first time (Weng, Zailani, Iranmanesh, & Hyun, 2017).

**Perceived Ease of Use**

**Figure 2**: The research model of “Factors affecting the actual use of ride-hailing services (GOJEK/Grab) in Indonesia (Jabodetabek-region)”

Perceived ease of use refers to how the person believes that they can use the system to do transaction and it can be done easily and a system does not cause the difficulty and problems for users. The passengers feel the public transportation service can be lightened to use and satisfied to use since its convenience provided, easy, and trouble-free way (Gumilar, W.D., Oliver, Gunawan, Sfenrianto1, 2019).

**Perceived Price**

![Figure 3: The research model of “A Framework of Customer’s Intention to use Uber Service in Tourism Destination”](image)

Perceived price can be defined as a person’s perception on price in a relation to the price that passenger would be charged for using the service, which the charging occurred after the service had completed. The surge pricing by e-hailing service has occurred during high demand period which lead to differently charge for fare and driver management, especially during primetime. Therefore, perceived price becomes one of the main factors that influence passenger to select as their alternatives (Mohamad, Fuad, Shahib, Azmi, Kamal, & Abdulllah, 2016).

**Perceived Convenience**

**Figure 4**: The research model of “Passenger ride intention towards e-hailing services”

Perceived convenience can be defined as an alternative to regular modes of transportation which are similar to general public transportation but provide the better features, which more convenient for passengers with the exposure certain fare and several payment methods that are available as alternatives depend on customers’ convenience (Teo, Mustaffa, & Rozi, 2018).

**Perceived Safety**

![Figure 5: The research model of “Passenger ride intention towards e-hailing services”](image)

Perceived safety is the key indicator for passengers’ perception to make decision for using the public transportation service, which quite sensitive and critical for personal safety of passenger. The perceived safety concerns on the drivers, passenger privacy, vehicle condition as well as
insurance coverage while using the service. Including, the provided information in advance when requesting the service such driver’s location, phone number, plate number, and the estimated fare in advance (Teo, Mustaffa, & Rozi, 2018).

**Brand Image**

Figure 6: The research model of “The influence of the NBA star endorsers’ credibility and brand image on purchase intention: A case study of Taiwanese American Player Jeremy Lin”

Brand image can be defined as the first impression that the company gives to consumers. The better of brand image can create higher cognitive of quality among consumers (Chiu, Wen, & Lin, 2019). Consumers and the overall market perception of the brand refer to brand image, which is also the way to perceive all the information of the products in term of product properties and functionality.

**Intention to Reuse**

Figure 7: The research model of “The Effect of Electronic Word of Mouth, Brand Image, Customer Trust and Customer Satisfaction Towards Repurchase Intention at PT. GO-JEK Indonesia”

Intention to reuse can be defined as the intention to buy products or services even can be intended to buy new product or buy similar products or services which the consumer has bought before or intended to buy more frequently in the future. As a degree of being willing to continuously use the car service from application again in the future (Arumsari & Ariyanti, 2017).

**Research Hypotheses**

H1o: Perceived Usefulness has no significant influence on intention to reuse.
H1a: Perceived Usefulness has significant influence on intention to reuse.
H2o: Perceived Ease of Use has no significant influence on intention to reuse.
H2a: Perceived Ease of Use has significant influence on intention to reuse.
H3o: Perceived Price has no significant influence on intention to reuse.
H3a: Perceived Price has significant influence on intention to reuse.
H4o: Perceived Convenience has no significant influence on intention to reuse.
H4a: Perceived Convenience has significant influence on intention to reuse.
H5o: Perceived Safety has no significant influence on intention to reuse.
H5a: Perceived Safety has significant influence on intention to reuse.
H6o: Brand Image has no significant influence on intention to reuse.
H6a: Brand Image has significant influence on intention to reuse.

**Research Framework**
The conceptual framework is a model that the researcher uses to apply in this study to achieve the objectives of this research.

![Figure 8: The Research Framework](image)

**Research Methodology**

Quantitative research method was used to conduct this study and Cronbach’s Alpha and Descriptive Research methods was applied to analyze data. The convenience sampling is the technique which researcher distributes questionnaires to respondents who live in Bangkok and have ever used Grab Car within 3 months. Total 400 set of questionnaires were distributed via online survey. The researcher designed to use questionnaire to be a research instrument for gathering information from respondents. The questionnaire of this study consists of 9 parts and includes 45 questions. The first part is screening information by gathering information from respondents who have ever used Grab Car service within 3 months, which consist of three questions. As for the part 2-8, the questionnaire asked for independent variables and dependent variables that consist of perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived price, perceived convenience, perceived safety and brand image as independent variables while intention to reuse as dependent variables. The questionnaire used five-point Likert Scale and the statistical level to measure the level of agreement or disagreement for each question. The researcher prefers to do a pretesting questionnaire around 30 set of questionnaires to target respondents. For the result, Cronbach’s Alpha are acceptable with the result more than 0.6 which means all questions are consistent with apply as the research instrument. Moreover, Multiple Linear Regressions was applied to test all hypotheses. The last part, part 9 is the part of questionnaire that asked about demographic factors or personnel information of respondents consists of gender, age, education, occupation, marital status, and monthly income per household. The descriptive analysis was applied to describe the demographic factors which are characteristics of the 400 respondents who have experienced to use Grab Car service.

**Results And Discussion Of Results**

The results show that, there are four variables consist of perceived usefulness, perceived price, perceived safety, and brand image that have significant level less than .05. So, it can conclude the null hypotheses of H1o, H3o, H5o, H6o are all rejected, which means that the perceived usefulness, perceived price, perceived safety, and brand image, have significant influence on intention to reuse. In addition, the VIF value of perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived price, perceived convenience, perceived safety, and brand image are between 1.287 to 2.302 which all less than 5, so it can be defined as there is no serious problem of multicollinearity among these 6 variables.
and can trust these coefficients in this research. Furthermore, the result also shown that perceived safety is a strongest independent variable that influencing intention to reuse with the highest Standardized Coefficients Beta at 0.660 and follow by perceived usefulness in the second rank at 0.227 and then brand image in third rank at 0.116. Moreover, perceived price is considered as the weakest independent variable that influencing intention to reuse at 0.106.

**Conclusion And Discussion**

**Conclusion**

This study analyzes demographic factors of respondents, which including 6 demographic factors that were selected to analyze in this research. The result shows that, from 400 respondents, major respondents were female (52.50%) who are age between 31-40 years old (44.00%) and graduated with bachelor’s degree (45.75%). Most of them work as government employee or state-owned enterprise (42.25%) and married (52.00%) with household income of 20,001-30,000 THB/month (39%).
The result of hypotheses tested by using multiple linear regression analysis showed that perceived safety is a strongest independent variable that influencing intention to reuse with the highest Standardized Coefficients Beta at 0.660 and follow by perceived usefulness in the second rank at 0.227 and then brand image in third rank at 0.116. Moreover, perceived price is considered as the weakest independent variable that influencing intention to reuse at 0.106.

Table 3: Model Summary

The result can be indicated that Adjusted R Square value is equal to .440.

The result of hypotheses tested by using multiple linear regression analysis showed that perceived safety is a strongest independent variable that influencing intention to reuse with the highest Standardized Coefficients Beta at 0.660 and follow by perceived usefulness in the second rank at 0.227 and then brand image in third rank at 0.116. Moreover, perceived price is considered as the weakest independent variable that influencing intention to reuse at 0.106.

Table 3: Model Summary

The result can be indicated that Adjusted R Square value is equal to .440,

The result of hypotheses tested by using multiple linear regression analysis showed that perceived safety is a strongest independent variable that influencing intention to reuse with the highest Standardized Coefficients Beta at 0.660 and follow by perceived usefulness in the second rank at 0.227 and then brand image in third rank at 0.116. Moreover, perceived price is considered as the weakest independent variable that influencing intention to reuse at 0.106.

Table 3: Model Summary

The result can be indicated that Adjusted R Square value is equal to .440,
which can be interpreted as 44.0% of the perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived price, perceived convenience, perceived safety, brand image was influence intention to reuse Grab car by the following table.

**Table 4: Hypotheses Testing Result**

According to the result of multiple linear regression analysis. Referred to the level of significance at 0.05 or below, the researcher found that there are four independent variables that influence Thai passenger’s intention to reuse Grab Car service in Bangkok, meanwhile; there are two independent variables that do not influence Thai passenger’s intention to reuse Grab Car service in Bangkok in this study.

**Recommendations**

The results of this research shown perceived usefulness, perceived price, perceived safety, and brand image significantly influence to Thai passenger’s intention to reuse Grab Car service in Bangkok. The results of this study may benefit to organization for both operational level, management level and shareholders of Grab and also useful for academic session.

Perceived safety is strongest influence on intention to reuse Grab Car which means that passengers also concern more on this issue. The researcher would like to suggest according to the survey results. Passengers satisfied with the information of drivers that Grab provided on the application and also keep them secure with the responsibility on accident and confidential information. So, Grab should take advantage and enhance their service with this point to make Grab differs from traditional taxi. Since, most passengers faced with bad experience or heard the bad news from taxi in Thailand, so they concern more on safety while using the service. The providing of driver’s information and the responsibility from Grab, in case of accident and confidential information, make passengers feel safe and satisfied when using Grab Car and believe that it can make them far from unexpected criminal.

Perceived usefulness was ranked the second and has a strongly significant influence on intention to reuse Grab Car which means that passengers concern more on this issue. Hence, Grab should remain the standard of technology and keep it up to date, since from the survey results, passengers satisfy with the application that does not error while doing a transaction and try to avoid the errors. They also satisfied with provided information on Grab’s application. It is important for passengers, since they have to make their travel plan which including time and budget management in advance. The passengers also expect good service from the drivers and need improvement from driver’s rating score on application. Therefore, Grab should keep and improve the available information, activities, and update their software to strengthen these advantages to support passengers’ convenience.

Brand image was the third priority, which has a slightly significant influence on intention to reuse Grab Car. From the survey results, passengers accepted Grab brand, however, Grab provides several services, so there are some services might create bad reputation, which affects overall image of Grab brand. So, the researcher recommends Grab to consider brand image as one of the important factors and give the first priority to solve the problems that damage brand image of Grab. Since, from
the passengers’ perspective, brand image can imply about the service quality of Grab and they perceived that Brand Image of Grab is better than other e-hailing apps. Moreover, Grab should focus on the real reviews and rating scores on application that allow passengers to rate the drivers’ score, and try to improve from this point or use it to set the strong standard and absolute regulations for forcing Grab’s drivers to perform the service very well.

Perceived price has a slightly significant influence on intention to reuse Grab Car in the last ranking, since the passengers was fixed on this issue. Grab sets the standard of price to match with the transportation modes and surge pricing during the primetime or high demand of transportation. From the survey results, passengers strongly satisfied and willing to pay for Grab Car without affect by peak hour price changes. They also prefer to estimate and compare prices with other e-hailing apps before placing a request. So, Grab should ensure and remain the standard price that cheaper than the other e-hailing applications and offer promotions, especially during peak hour that the passengers were drawn by discounts and prefer to see Grab Car charges less.

Further Study
Due to the limited time of the research, there were only 400 respondents’ opinion to be collected which can represent only Thai passengers who live in Bangkok. Thus, the further research may be expanded to conduct in other provinces in Thailand, where there are tourism attractions and try to compare the passengers’ opinion from different areas such as Pattaya, Chiang Mai, and Phuket or expand to conduct other group of passengers such as international passengers. The future studies may explore additional independent variables or factors that can influence Thai passenger’s intention to reuse Grab Car service in Bangkok such as brand loyalty, reliability, promotions, variety of transportation modes and so on.
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